
Our growing company is looking for an engineering mgr. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for engineering mgr

Monitor and assign workload, establish goals, write reviews, schedule training
classes and communicate effectively with the staff to ensure the department
is successful
Oversee project budgeting, planning, preparation and approval, coordinating
with other engineering groups as required
Maintain excellent working relationships with business partners, including ISP
Engineering, Data Provisioning Group (DPG), Access Design, Central Office
Equipment Installation (COEI), Database Input (DBI), State SVP-GM and
General Managers, and Project Management
Assist Operations in trouble resolution
Oversee the overall flow of repairs throughout the shop floor to achieve
maximum efficiency and minimum turnaround time
Develop and implement effective repair/production processes to maximize
utilization of resources
Assure development of production control department capabilities to include
training, education, outside hiring and other activities necessary to provide
the required level of support to the organization
Manage introduction of new technology, service and repair processes and
methods
Establish and actively promote improvement programs, based on quality,
cost and delivery (QCD)
Maintain performance measurement and control systems
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Works closely with supply chain in the vendor selection, evaluation, and
purchase of key components
Manage a team of engineers to develop, maintain and improve software
applications for airline customers
Manages employees performing engineering and technical activities in the
area of Software and System Engineering
Acquires resources for projects and processes and leads process
improvements
Partnerships and engage with internal and external stakeholders, maintain
relationships/partnerships with internal customers, peers and partners to
develop strategies, goals and objectives that are consistent with the Digital
Aviation organization strategy
Require some travel within India and internationally


